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ABSTRACT

Maize develops separate ear and tassel inflorescences with initially similar morphology but ultimately

different architecture and sexuality. The detailed regulatory mechanisms underlying these changes still

remain largely unclear. In this study, through analyzing the time-coursemeristem transcriptomes and floret

single-cell transcriptomes of ear and tassel, we revealed the regulatory dynamics and pathways underlying

inflorescence development and sex differentiation. We identified 16 diverse gene clusters with differential

spatiotemporal expression patterns and revealed biased regulation of redox, programmed cell death, and

hormone signals during meristem differentiation between ear and tassel. Notably, based on their dynamic

expression patterns, we revealed the roles of two RNA-binding proteins in regulating inflorescence meri-

stem activity and axillary meristem formation. Moreover, using the transcriptional profiles of 53 910 single

cells, we uncovered the cellular heterogeneity between ear and tassel florets. We found that multiple sig-

nals associatedwith either enhanced cell death or reduced growth are responsible for tassel pistil suppres-

sion, while part of the gibberellic acid signal may act non-cell-autonomously to regulate ear stamen arrest

during sex differentiation. We further showed that the pistil-protection gene SILKLESS 1 (SK1) functions

antagonistically to the known pistil-suppression genes through regulating common molecular pathways,

and constructed a regulatory network for pistil-fate determination. Collectively, our study provides a

deep understanding of the regulatorymechanisms underlying inflorescence development and sex differen-

tiation in maize, laying the foundation for identifying new regulators and pathways for maize hybrid

breeding and improvement.
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INTRODUCTION

Maize develops male and female inflorescences, called tassel

and ear, showing great divergence in morphology and sexuality.

Interestingly, they have highly similar morphology and differenti-

ation processes at the early stage: apical inflorescence meristem
M
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
(IM) differentiates spikelet pair meristem (SPM), which develops

two spikelet meristems (SMs), and each SM will continue to
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Figure 1. Overview of transcriptomic dynamics during inflorescence meristem differentiation.
(A) Experimental design. The different types of meristems were excised with a razor blade for bulk RNA-seq, and the FM stages S2 (prior to pistil

suppression) and S3 (during pistil suppression) were used for protoplast extraction and scRNA sequencing. IM, inflorescence meristem; SPM, spikelet

pair meristem; SM, spikelet meristem; FM-S1, floral meristem at stage 1; FM-S2, FM at stage 2; FM-S3, FM at stage 3. pi, pistil; c, carpel; op, ovule

primordia; st, stamen; le, lemma; pa, palea; gl, glume; lf, lower floret. Scale bars in SEM images, 150 mm; scale bars in lysis buffer image = 5 mm and in

protoplast image = 50 mm.

(B) Principal component (PC) plot of bulk RNA-seq data shows high concordance between replicates. The directions from IM to FM-S3 are indicated by a

virtual arc with an arrow.

(C) Heatmap of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) sorted by k-means clustering across the different meristems. The representative genes are shown

on the right.

(legend continued on next page)
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develop upper and lower floral meristems (FMs) (Chen and

Gallavotti, 2021). During floret development, both upper and

lower florets develop normally in the tassel, whereas only the

upper floret continues to grow and produce kernels in the ear.

The tassel primordium also produces branch meristem (BM)

at the early stage, leading to a morphology totally different

from that of ear. The differentiated axillary meristems undergo

further indeterminate (SPM, SM, and BM) or determinate (FM)

growth, under elaborate controls, to shape the inflorescence

architecture. The KNOTTED1 (KN1) and classic CLAVATA

(CLV)–WUSCHEL (WUS) negative feedback loop are critical for

meristem maintenance (Jackson et al., 1994; Fletcher, 2018).

Auxin signaling genes SPARSE INFLORESCENCE1 (SPI1), VAN-

ISHING TASSEL2 (VT2), BARREN INFLORESCENCE 1 (BIF1),

BIF2, BIF4, and BARREN STALK 1 (BA1) are expressed in IM pe-

riphery and/or axillary meristem and are required for axillary mer-

istem initiation (Gallavotti et al., 2004, 2008; McSteen et al., 2007;

Phillips et al., 2011; Galli et al., 2015). The axillary meristem

determinacy is controlled by classic BRANCHED SILKLESS 1

(BD1) and RAMOSA (RA1, RA2, and RA3) genes (Chuck et al.,

2002; Vollbrecht et al., 2005; Bortiri et al., 2006; Satoh-

Nagasawa et al., 2006). Further floral organ formation and

development are determined by MADS-box and YABBY genes

(Ambrose et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2009; Bartlett et al.,

2015; Strable and Vollbrecht, 2019). However, the molecular

profiles responsible for the divergent morphologies between

ear and tassel are largely unknown.

In nature, maize represents a unique monoecious species

bearing separate male and female flowers. Both tassel and ear

florets initiate a full set of floral organs, but the pistils of tassel flo-

rets and the stamens of ear florets degenerate, leading

to unisexual flowers. The typical tassel-seeded mutants (TS1–6)

produce kernels in the tassel due to a failure of pistil degeneration

(Li and Liu, 2017). TS1 and TS2 encoding lipoxygenase and short-

chain alcohol dehydrogenase, respectively, are involved in jas-

monic acid (JA) biosynthesis, suggesting that JA is important in

maintaining tassel masculinization (DeLong et al., 1993; Acosta

et al., 2009). A recent study found that expression of the

classical maize tillering gene, GRASSY TILLERS 1 (GT1), and

an ear branching suppressor,RA3, in pistil primordia of tassel flo-

rets suppresses their growth (Klein et al., 2022). In contrast,

SILKLESS 1 (SK1), encoding a uridine diphosphate (UDP)-glyco-

syltransferase, functions to protect pistil growth in ear (Hayward

et al., 2016). On the other hand, for the stamen arrest in ear

florets, gibberellic acid (GA) is known to have roles, based on

the fact that dwarf1 (D1), D3, D8, D9, and anther ear 1 (an1) mu-

tants with defective GA signaling have stamens in ear florets

(Bensen et al., 1995; Winkler and Helentjaris, 1995; Kim et al.,

2007; Lawit et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2014). Besides, GA can

promote the growth of tassel pistil based on the GA treatment

experiments (Nickerson, 1959; Best et al., 2016). In contrast to

GA, brassinosteroid (BR) is a hormone that positively regulates

stamen maturation and pistil arrest in tassel, and the reported

genes include NANA PLANT 1 (NA1), NA2, and BRD1 (Hartwig

et al., 2011; Makarevitch et al., 2012; Best et al., 2016). The sex
(D–G) GO analyses of four RNA-seq clusters (R15, R2, R4, and R11). The top

(H) The DEG numbers of parallel meristem comparisons between ear and tas

(I and J) The significance of correlated GO terms for redox, programmed c

meristems (IM, SPM, and SM) (I) and in later-stage tassel meristems (FM-S2

M

differentiation of maize is under fine and complex control;

however, the processes driving cell-fate change and its

molecular mechanism are largely unknown.

Organogenesis and cell-fate determinacy occur in cell types pre-

sentonly inspecificsitesorat specific stages. Thesingle-cell omics

with the ability to differentiate cell heterogeneity provides perfect

tools to investigate cell-fate determinacy at the single-cell level.

Currently, single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has been suc-

cessfully applied to map meristem structure and trajectory in

different species and tissues including the shoot apical meristem,

root tip, inflorescence, and flowers (Zhang et al., 2019, 2021;

Satterlee et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021; Zong et al., 2022; Li et al.,

2023) and deepens our understanding of cell-fate determination.

In this study, we unravel transcriptomic dynamics during

inflorescence axillary meristem differentiation, with a focus on the

later floret sex differentiation stage at the single-cell level. Our

findings provide a comprehensive view about molecular basis of

inflorescence development and sex differentiation in maize.

RESULTS

Transcriptomic dynamics during ear and tassel
inflorescence development

The development of maize ear and tassel inflorescences starts

with similar morphology and program but later diverge

greatly and determines the grain number and pollen quantity,

respectively. To explore the regulatory mechanisms responsible

for this divergence, we first generated spatiotemporal transcrip-

tome data by finely dissecting different inflorescence meristems,

including IM, SPM, SM, FMstage 1 (FM-S1) with flowermeristem,

FM-S2 with visible floral organs, and FM-S3 with sexual

organs being suppressed, of both ear and tassel (Figure 1A and

Supplemental Table 1). Principal component analysis (PCA) of

these 12 samples showed high concordance between

replicates and differences between tissues (Figure 1B). The

known genes, such as FCP1, CLE7, RAMOSAs, BD1, and

some MADS-box genes, showed expected expression patterns

(Supplemental Figure 1A) (Ambrose et al., 2000; Chuck et al.,

2002; Vollbrecht et al., 2005; Bortiri et al., 2006; Satoh-

Nagasawa et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2009; Bartlett et al.,

2015; Je et al., 2016; Strable and Vollbrecht, 2019; Liu et al.,

2021). These results demonstrate that our fine dissection could

separate these 12 types of inflorescence meristems present in

ear and tassel along the developmental progress.

To investigate spatiotemporal transcription dynamics, we used

k-means clustering to sort all differentially expressed genes

(DEGs) obtained by comparing any two of the 12 tissues from

ear and tassel. This resulted in 16 clusters, which we named R1

to R16, respectively (Figure 1C and Supplemental Table 1).

These clusters exposed diverse expression patterns along the

developmental stages in and also between ear and tassel

(Figure 1C), and genes in different clusters were involved in

different pathways based on gene ontology (GO) analysis

(Figure 1D–1G and Supplemental Figure 1B). For example,
14 representative GO terms are shown.

sel. The DEGs were defined by padj < 0.01 and |fold change| > 2.

ell death (PCD), and four hormone signals are higher in early-stage ear

and FM-S3) (J).
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clusters R15 and R7 were IM-enriched and mainly involved in

RNA binding and modification and cell-cycle processes

(Figure 1D and Supplemental Figure 1B). Clusters R2 and R12

were SPM-enriched and involved in protein kinase activity and

phosphorylation (Figure 1E and Supplemental Figure 1B).

Notably, some meristem clusters were present specifically in

ear or tassel; for example, clusters R4, R5, and R10 were

specific in ear, whereas clusters R8, R9, R11, and R16 were

specific in tassel (Figure 1C). This result supports the idea that

ear and tassel inflorescences undergo different differentiation

programs responsible for the divergent architectures. Meanwhile,

ear and tassel also shared some common clusters, such as

clusters R2, R7, and R14, indicating that they also share some

common differentiation pathways (Figure 1C). Interestingly, the

genes in clusters R4, R9, R11, and R14 were rapidly activated

at the FM-S2 stage when floral organs formed (Figure 1C).

Among these, cluster R4 genes were preferentially expressed

in ear florets and were involved in nucleic acid metabolic

and floral whorl development processes (Figure 1F and

Supplemental Figure 1B). In contrast, clusters R9 and R11 were

preferentially expressed in tassel florets and enriched in

processes of oxygen-containing compound and hormone

responses and programmed cell death (PCD) (Figure 1G and

Supplemental Figure 1B). These results imply that tassel florets

have unique differentiation characteristics compared with ear

florets. Among these genes were ones with important roles

in pistil arrest, including TS1, TS2, OXO-PHYTODIENOATE

REDUCTASE7 (OPR7), and GT1 (Figure 1C) (DeLong et al.,

1993; Acosta et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2012; Klein et al., 2022).

Our data reveal the dynamic transcriptional controls during the

consecutive meristem differentiations in/between ear and tassel.

To further explore the molecular basis for the divergence be-

tween ear and tassel, we investigated the DEGs for each type

of meristem between ear and tassel, e.g., between ear IM and

tassel IM (Supplemental Table 1). We identified 948–1816 DEGs

for early-stage meristems (IM, SPM, and SM), demonstrating a

considerable molecular difference despite their morphological

similarity between ear and tassel (Figure 1H). More genes

(2530–3050) were differentially expressed at the later stage

when flowering started. GO analysis showed that the genes

related to flower development were enriched in ear at FM-S2

and FM-S3 (Supplemental Figure 2). Surprisingly, the genes

related to redox, PCD, and hormones including JA, abscisic

acid (ABA), salicylic acid (SA), and ethylene were enriched

firstly in ear at IM, SPM, and SM, whereas they later became

enriched in tassel at FM-S2 and FM-S3 (Figure 1I and 1J). This

result suggests that the effects of redox, PCD, and hormone

signals on meristem development undergo a shift between ear

and tassel when floral organs initiate.

In summary, we profiled the spatiotemporal gene expression dy-

namics and revealed themolecular pathways related to the differ-

entiation of different axillary meristems, with a particular focus on

the divergent differentiation of FM between ear and tassel.
Meristem activity and axillary meristem formation
controlled by RNA-binding proteins

Our spatiotemporal transcriptome data showed that the genes in

IM-enriched clusters R15 and R7 were strongly enriched in RNA
1022 Molecular Plant 17, 1019–1037, July 1 2024 ª 2024 The Author.
binding, processing, and modification-related pathways

(Figure 1D and Supplemental Figure 1B), which inspired us to

explore the function of RNA-related genes in the development

of IM. TERMINAL EAR 1 (TE1) encoding an RNA-binding protein

is known to regulate leaf initiation, internode elongation, and

tassel feminization (Veit et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2022). It

belonged to the cluster R7 (Figure 1C) and was highly

expressed in IM and SPM (Figure 2A). RNA in situ hybridization

confirmed this and also detected its transcripts in the cells at

the SPM boundary where the bracts originate (Figure 2B). To

identify its function in inflorescence development, we obtained

a mutant allele with mutator transposon insertion, te1-mum4.

This mutant exhibited the defects similar to what has been re-

ported, including tassel feminization (Supplemental Figure 3A–

3E). Importantly, we found that te1-mum4mutant ears had signif-

icantly smaller IMs and overgrown bracts (Figure 2C and 2D),

demonstrating its previously undescribed roles in IM activity

and bract suppression. In addition to TE1, we found that its pa-

ralog ZmMCT1, which is a homolog of Arabidopsis Mei2 C-termi-

nal RRM only 1 (MCT1), was also present in the IM-enriched clus-

ter R7 (Figure 1C) and exhibited a dynamic expression pattern

similar to that of TE1 (Figure 2A). RNA in situ hybridization

revealed its specific expression in the IM and SPM, resembling

that of TE1, but not in the cells at the SPM boundary

(Figure 2E). We next obtained three mutant alleles of ZmMCT1

using CRISPR-Cas9-mediated genome editing (Supplemental

Figure 3F). Interestingly, the IM of zmmct1 ear also became

smaller compared to wild type (WT) (Figure 2F), similar to the

te1 mutant. Furthermore, zmmct1 developed barren

inflorescence, including missing SPMs and single row of SMs,

and, thus, less kernels (Figure 2G), demonstrating the function

of ZmMCT1 in SPM initiation and differentiation. However,

unlike te1, the bracts of zmmct1 were normal (Figure 2G),

which is in line with the lack of ZmMCT1 expression in the

boundary regions where the bracts originate. In summary, our

dynamic spatiotemporal transcriptome analyses led to a

discovery of important roles for two RNA-binding proteins, TE1

and its paralog, in meristem activity and axillary meristem initia-

tion and branching.
scRNA-seq revealed cellular heterogeneity between ear
and tassel floral organs

Maize female and male florets are morphologically similar when

floral organs form (FM-S2 stage) but undergo selective suppres-

sion of stamen or pistil during further development (FM-S3

stage) in ear and tassel, respectively. Our analyses above re-

vealed the molecular features and differences during these

processes (Figure 1C and 1H). To accurately explore the

underlying mechanisms, we further performed scRNA-seq

using ear and tassel florets at FM-S2 and FM-S3 stages

(Figure 1A) and obtained 5700–7700 cells for each sample with

median unique molecular identity (UMI) counts of 7996–10 825

and median expressed genes of 3707–4853 after quality control

(Supplemental Figure 4A–4C and Supplemental Table 2). Two

replicates of each sample showed good reproducibility, and the

correlations between scRNA-seq and bulk RNA-seq data were

high (0.82 < r < 0.88) (Supplemental Figure 4D–4F), revealing

good quality of our scRNA-seq data. The effects of protoplasting

and cell cycle on cell clustering were mitigated using the

protoplasting-induced genes generated from in-parallel pool



Figure 2. RNA-binding proteins function in meristem activity and axillary meristem formation.
(A) Paralogous RNA-binding proteins TE1 and ZmMCT1 are enriched in ear IM and SPM.

(B) TE1 is expressed in IM, SPM, and cells at the SPM boundary. Scale bars, 100 mm.

(C) The te1-mum4 mutant has obvious bract outgrowth (asterisk). Scale bars, 200 mm.

(D) te1-mum4mutants have smaller IM in comparison to wild type (WT). Data are shown as mean ± SD; dots show data distribution (nR 20 biologically

independent samples); p value calculated using two-tailed t-test.

(E) ZmMCT1 is expressed in IM and SPM. Scale bars, 100 mm.

(F) zmmct1 mutants have smaller IM in comparison to WT.

(G) zmmct1mutants have obvious defects in SPM initiation and differentiation. Arrowheads mark defective SPMs, and asterisks mark single SMs. Scale

bars, 200 mm.
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RNA-seq and cell-cycle genes (Supplemental Table 2) by a

standard pipeline provided by Seurat (Stuart et al., 2019).

Finally, we merged 53 910 high-quality cells for next cell clus-

tering and annotation.

PCA and unsupervised analyses identified 15 primary clusters

that could be classified into six populations using the uniform

manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) algorithm (Becht

et al., 2019). The populations included vascular cell (VC),

epidermal cell (EC), pith/cortex cell (PC), cell-cycle cell (CC),

leaf-like cell (LC), and floral organ cell (FC) (Supplemental

Figure 5A). The VC population contained cluster 8 and included

phloem-specific gene ALTERED PHLOEM DEVELOPMENT

(ZmAPL1), xylem gene TARGET OF MONOPTEROS5-LIKE 3

(ZmTMO5-LIKE3), and confirmed vasculature marker gene

Zm00001d015737 (Supplemental Figure 5B and 5C;

Supplemental Table 2) (Xu et al., 2021). The EC population

consisted of clusters 4, 5, 7, and 14, in which epidermis-specific

genes LIPID TRANSFER PROTEIN 2 (LTP2) and PROTODERMAL

FACTOR 1 (PDF1) were highly enriched (Supplemental Figure 5B

and 5C) (Xu et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). Pith marker NAC122

and cortex marker Zm00001d002347 were detected in the PC

population (cluster 6) (Supplemental Figure 5B) (Xu et al., 2021).
M

This annotation was further confirmed by expression of new

marker genesBENZOXAZINONESYNTHESIS 3 (BX3) andPHOS-

PHOETHANOLAMINE N-METHYLTRANSFERASE 3 (PEAMT3)

(Supplemental Figure 5C). The CC population including clusters

9, 11, 12, 13, and 15 were highly enriched for cell-cycle genes,

such as ZmHISTONE2B1 (ZmHIS2B1), ZmHIS2B2, and

ZmCYCLINB1;2 (ZmCYCB1;2) (Supplemental Figure 5B). The

glume/lemma/palea genes ZmYAB8 and ZmYAB14 were

enriched in the LC population (cluster 10) (Supplemental

Figure 5B and 5C) (Xu et al., 2021). Lastly, the FC population

consisted of clusters 1, 2, and 3, and included meristem, pistil,

stamen, and lodicule cells. The meristem gene KN1 and floral

whorl B, C, D, and E class genes, such as SILKY 1 (SI1), STERILE

TASSEL SILKY EAR 1 (STS1), ZAG1, ZAG2, ZMM27, and

BEARDED EAR 1 (BDE1), were enriched in clusters 2 and 3

(Supplemental Figure 5B and 5C) (Jackson et al., 1994; Theißen

et al., 1995; Ambrose et al., 2000; Laudencia-Chingcuanco and

Hake, 2002; Thompson et al., 2009; Bartlett et al., 2015; Strable

and Vollbrecht, 2019). Cluster 1 was marked by the marker gene

PYRUVATE KINASE 2 (PYK2) expression in pistil and stamen of

florets (Supplemental Figure 5B and 5C). Taken together, our

single-cell annotation could recognize the cells in different

domains of floral organs with high heterogeneity.
olecular Plant 17, 1019–1037, July 1 2024 ª 2024 The Author. 1023
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Sex divergence between ear and tassel happens during develop-

ment of sex organs. Due to the strong heterogeneity of VCs, ECs,

andCCs, our primary clustering failed to distinguish specific floral

organs, and information related to sex differentiation was

missing. Thus, we further subclustered the cells related to floral

organs, glume/lemma/palea, and pith/cortex from primary clus-

ters 1, 2, 3, 6, and 10, and revealed 20 subclusters (Figure 3A).

Subcluster 6 was strongly marked by floral whorls B, C, D, and

E class genes and shared similar cell percentage between

ear and tassel, and thus was labeled as a common floral

organ (Figure 3B–3D). Interestingly, some subclusters were

specifically enriched in ear or tassel florets, including ear-

enriched subclusters 5, 7, 12, 14 and 19, and tassel-enriched

subclusters 4, 8, 11, 13, 18, and 20 (Figure 3B and 3C). These

subclusters represented the cell heterogeneity between ear and

tassel floral organs and might be related to sex differentiation.

Subclusters 11 and 12 were named as meristem based on the

expression of meristem gene KN1 (Jackson et al., 1994) and

the pistil-protection gene SK1 (Hayward et al., 2016) in the

meristem region detected by in situ hybridization (Figure 3D

and 3E). SK1 was also expressed in developing ear pistil and

was present in ear subcluster 5, which showed expression of flo-

ral whorl genes STS1, BDE1, ZMM8, and ZMM14 (Figure 3E;

Supplemental Figures 6 and 7). Subcluster 5 was ear-enriched,

and SK1 functions to protect pistil growth; thus, subcluster 5

might represent ear pistil cells. Adjacent to subcluster 5, the

tassel-enriched subcluster 13 contained the pistil-suppressor

genes TS1, TS2, and GT1, and the new marker genes, NAC2

and TREHALOSE-6-PHOSPHATE PHOSPHATASE 11 (TPP11),

were specifically and highly expressed in pistil of tassel

(Figure 3D and 3E; Supplemental Figures 6 and 7). Thus,

subcluster 13 might represent tassel pistil cells. TS1 and TS2

were also expressed in stamen primordia in tassel and

marked tassel-enriched subclusters 4, 8, and 18 (Figure 3D and

3E). Moreover, two other marker genes from these clusters,

VIVIPAROUS12 (VP12) and WRKY64, were experimentally vali-

dated to express in stamen primordia of tassel (Figure 3D and

3E). In addition, VP12was also expressed in ear stamen at a later

stage (Figure 3E) and was enriched in ear-enriched subcluster 14

in separated ear data (Figure 3B; Supplemental Figures 6 and 7),

indicating that subcluster 14 might be related to suppressed ear

stamen. We thus named subclusters 4, 8, 14, and 18 as stamen

cells. In summary, we identified subclusters containing different

floral organs and revealed the heterogeneity of meristem, pistil,

and stamen cells between ear and tassel.
Enhanced cell death and reduced growth signals are
responsible for tassel pistil suppression

To explore the molecular pathways of different pistil fates in ear

and tassel, we next analyzed the DEGs for pistil cells (subclusters

5 and 13) from ear and tassel across different stages. We identi-

fied 2666, 2726, and 288 DEGs for tassel versus ear at FM-S2,

tassel versus ear at FM-S3, and tassel FM-S3 versus tassel

FM-S2, respectively (Figure 4A–4C; Supplemental Table 3).

GO analysis found that upregulated genes in these three

comparisons were involved in pathways of oxidative stress,

respiratory burst, reactive oxygen species (ROS) signaling, and

glutathione transferase activity (Figure 4D), suggesting a high

ROS level in tassel pistil cells, in line with their cell death fate.

Correspondingly, the genes that produce superoxide anions
1024 Molecular Plant 17, 1019–1037, July 1 2024 ª 2024 The Author.
(O2
�) were upregulated, including RESPIRATORY BURST OXI-

DASE HOMOLOG3 (RBOH3), RBOH4, and RBOH15, while the

genes that eliminate O2
�were downregulated, including SUPER-

OXIDE DISMUTASE 2 (SOD2), SOD3, SOD4, SOD9, and SOD14

(Figure 4A–4C) (Choudhury et al., 2017). Two polyamine oxidase

genes, PAO1 and PAO6, responsible for hydrogen peroxide

(H2O2) production, were also upregulated (Figure 4A–4C) (Yoda

et al., 2006). Besides, the upregulated genes were also

enriched in JA, ABA, and SA signaling (Figure 4D), indicating

the hormone roles in tassel pistil arrest. This was supported by

their functions in cell death regulation (Calderon-Urrea and

Dellaporta, 1999; Brodersen et al., 2005; Cui et al., 2013;

Bernacki et al., 2021). Notably, the JA biosynthesis and

signaling genes showed general upregulation in tassel pistil

and other cell types (Figure 4E), which is in line with the role of

JA to trigger pistil cell death during floret development of maize

tassel (Acosta et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2012). In addition, the

significantly enriched alcohol response pathway supported the

idea that the alcohol metabolic process is associated with pistil

suppression (Figure 4D). For example, the upregulation of TS2

encoding an alcohol dehydrogenase functions in pistil cell death

(Figure 4E) (DeLong et al., 1993; Calderon-Urrea and Dellaporta,

1999). We further observed that two cysteine proteases, CCP30

and CCP31, were upregulated at FM-S2 (Figure 4A). This type of

gene is central in regulating cell death during oxidative stress and

pathogen attack in plants (Coll et al., 2010, 2014; Wrzaczek et al.,

2015; Salvesen et al., 2016). NAC transcription factors have also

been widely reported to positively regulate cell death in defense

and development processes of plants (Valdivia et al., 2013; Lee

et al., 2017; Huysmans et al., 2018; Doll et al., 2023). Here, we

detected 14 NAC genes being upregulated in tassel pistil at

FM-S2 or/and FM-S3 (Figure 4F), and confirmed that NAC29,

NAC40, and NAC126 could induce cell death in Nicotiana

benthamiana through transient overexpression (Figure 4G).

Together, the upregulation of multiple cell death signals is likely

responsible for the pistil suppression in the tassel.

In contrast, the downregulated genes in tassel versus ear pistil

cells showed distinct signatures and were enriched in pathways

of chromatin remodeling, cell division, cell communication,

and flower development (Figure 4D). This was in line with the

reduced cell proliferation and development of pistil during

suppression in the tassel. Meanwhile, the pistil-protection gene

SK1 was downregulated at FM-S3 (Figure 4E). Cell-wall genes

were also related to the pistil suppression of tassel (Figure 4D).

Support for this came from the downregulation of cellulose

synthase genes CESA1 and CESA2 and a/b-expansin genes

EXPA4 and EXPB2, together with the upregulation of genes for

degrading cellulose and pectin (Figure 4A and 4B), which are

the main components of cell wall (Keegstra, 2010).

Interestingly, we found that 79% (384/487) of genes upregulated

in tassel compared to ear at FM-S3 were already upregulated

at FM-S2 (Figure 4H). These included the pistil-suppression

genes TS1 and TS2 (Figure 4E), suggesting that the molecular

differences underlying pistil suppression of tassel are

established before the morphological differences between ear

and tassel florets are visible. However, 103 genes were

upregulated only at the FM-S3 stage in tassel (Figure 4H and

Supplemental Table 3), suggesting their potential functions

in pistil suppression specifically in later florets, including the



Figure 3. scRNA-seq reveals the cellular heterogeneity between ear and tassel floral organs.
(A) UMAP visualization of 20 subclusters using cells from floral organs, pith/cortex, and palea/lemma/glume. Dots, individual cells; colors, cell sub-

clusters.

(B) The proportions of subcluster cells in ear and tassel at FM-S2 and FM-S3 stages show some relatively ear- or tassel-enriched clusters, which are

marked by the black dots on top of the bars.

(C) UMAP plots of subclusters for separated four tissues visualize the relatively tissue-specific clusters.

(D) Expression patterns of marker genes used for cell-type annotations in dot plots. Circle size indicates the percentage of cells expressing the marker,

and the colors represent Z-score expression value.

(E) Validation of selectedmarker genes byRNA in situ hybridization. m,meristem; lfm, lower floral meristem; pi, pistil; st, stamen; gl, glume; pc, pith/cortex

cell; vc, vascular cell. Scale bars, 100 mm.
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Figure 4. Enhanced cell death and reduced growth signals are likely responsible for tassel pistil suppression.
(A–C) Volcano plots of DEGs for tassel versus ear pistil at the stage of FM-S2 (A), FM-S3 (B), and tassel pistils between FM-S2 and FM-S3 (C). Some

representative genes are shown. Dashed lines indicate the thresholds of DEG fold change (FC) and significance. E and T represent ear and tassel,

respectively.

(D) The top representative GO terms of up- and downregulated genes for the three comparisons. MF, molecular function; CC, cell component; BP,

biological process.

(E) Heatmaps of fold changes for JA signaling genes in different cell types. fo, floral organ; gl, glume; le, lemma; pa, palea.

(F) Heatmap of fold changes for 14 NAC transcription factors that are upregulated in tassel pistils.

(G) Three NAC genes, NAC29, NAC40, and NAC126, can induce cell death in N. benthamiana through transient overexpression. This experiment was

repeated three times with similar results. As a positive control, INF1 from the oomycete Phytophthora infestans, which is known to induce cell death, was

used. The empty vector, without any exogenous gene inserted, was used as the negative control.

(H) Venn plot of tassel pistil upregulated genes at FM-S2 and FM-S3, and FM-S3 tassel pistil upregulated genes relative to FM-S2 tassel pistil.

(I) Venn plot of tassel upregulated pistil-specific DEGs (not differentially expressed in other cell types) at FM-S2 and FM-S3, and FM-S3 tassel pistil

upregulated genes relative to FM-S2 tassel pistil.
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pistil-suppression gene GT1 (Figure 4E). To be more specific, we

removed the DEGs that were also differentially expressed in other

cell types and identified 74 upregulated genes at FM-S2 and 45 at

FM-S3 in tassel (Figure 4I; Supplemental Figure 8A and 8B;

Supplemental Table 3). These DEGs were pistil specific and

may regulate pistil arrest more specifically, including NAC126,

which was shown to promote cell death in tobacco leaf

(Figure 4G).

Taken together, these results reveal the potential molecular path-

ways for tassel pistil suppression, with the signals associated
1026 Molecular Plant 17, 1019–1037, July 1 2024 ª 2024 The Author.
with either enhanced cell death or reduced growth playing major

roles.
Potential regulators mediate ear stamen arrest

To understand the molecular regulation of stamen arrest in ear,

we focused on the stamen cells (subclusters 4, 8, 14, and 18)

from ear and tassel florets and identified 4378, 6680, and 406

DEGs for ear versus tassel at FM-S2, ear versus tassel at FM-

S3, and ear FM-S3 versus ear FM-S2, respectively (Figure 5A–

5C and Supplemental Table 3). The JA signal was again



Figure 5. Potential regulators mediate ear stamen arrest.
(A–C) Volcano plots of DEGs for ear versus tassel stamen at the stages of FM-S2 (A), FM-S3 (B), and ear stamen between FM-S2 and FM-S3 (C). Some

representative genes are shown. Dashed lines indicate the thresholds of DEG fold change (FC) and significance. E and T represent ear and tassel,

respectively.

(D) Venn plot of ear stamen upregulated gene at FM-S2 and FM-S3, and FM-S3 ear stamen upregulated genes relative to FM-S2 ear stamen.

(E) Venn plot of ear upregulated stamen-specific DEGs (not differentially expressed in other cell types) at FM-S2 and FM-S3, and FM-S3 ear stamen

upregulated genes relative to FM-S2 ear stamen.

(F) NAC38 can induce cell death in N. benthamiana through transient overexpression. This experiment was repeated three times with similar results.

(G)Heatmaps of fold changes for differentially expressed GA- and BR-related genes in different cell types. fo, floral organ; gl, glume; le, lemma; pa, palea.

(H) Dot plot showing expression patterns of 14 differentially expressed GA-related genes in different cell types. The numbers in x axis representing cell

types are listed in Figure 3A.

(I) Expression patterns of sex-regulating genes AN1 and DWARF3 in ear florets by RNA in situ hybridization. Arrowheads mark the expressed pith/cortex

(pc) regions. st, stamen. Scale bars, 100 mm.
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stronger in tassel stamen relative to ear (Figure 4E; Supplemental

Figure 9A and 9B), including TS1 and TS2 that were confirmed by

RNA in situ hybridization (Figure 3E). This result suggests that JA

signaling could not be responsible for stamen arrest. We then

found that the genes encoding protein serine/threonine kinases

were over-represented in all three ear upregulated gene

sets, including CALCIUM-DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE 19

(CDPK19), CDPK23, and MITOGEN-ACTIVATED PROTEIN KI-

NASE 1 (MAPK1) (Figure 5A–5C and Supplemental Figure 9A–

9C). CDPK and MAPK signaling are widely reported to activate

PCD in plant immunity (Ren et al., 2002; Kobayashi et al., 2007;

Durian et al., 2020), suggesting their potential roles in ear

stamen arrest. The upregulated genes from ear stamen FM-S2

to FM-S3 were also enriched in the processes of oxidative stress

andROS response (Supplemental Figure 9C), indicating enhanced
M

ROS signaling during stamen arrest. Among these genes,

128 were upregulated only at the FM-S3 stage in ear compared

to tassel and may have potential functions in stamen arrest

at this later stage. These genes included PAO6, HEAT SHOCK

PROTEIN 70 (HSP70), MAPK13, CDPK32, and NAC49

(Figure 5D and Supplemental Table 3). Homologs of these genes

were reported to mediate PCD in other contexts (Xanthoudakis

and Nicholson, 2000; Ren et al., 2002; Yoda et al., 2006;

Kobayashi et al., 2007; Huysmans et al., 2018), indicating their

potential roles in stamen arrest. To be more specific, we

removed those DEGs that were also differentially expressed in

other cell types and identified 819 upregulated stamen-specific

DEGs in ears at FM-S2 and 2545 at FM-S3 (Figure 5E;

Supplemental Figure 8C and 8D; Supplemental Table 3). These

DEGs may specifically regulate stamen arrest, including NAC38,
olecular Plant 17, 1019–1037, July 1 2024 ª 2024 The Author. 1027



Figure 6. Differentiation trajectories of pistil cells in ear and tassel.
(A and B) Differentiation trajectories using pistil-related cells (subclusters 5, 6, 11, 12, and 13) in ear (A) and tassel (B) show general differentiation from

meristem to pistil cells. Colored dots represent cells from different cell clusters. The pie plots show the cell proportions from different cell clusters at each

branch state. The pseudotime is shown on the upper right.

(legend continued on next page)
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which was confirmed to induce cell death in N. benthamiana

(Figure 5F). Together, these cell-death-related regulators may

mediate ear stamen arrest.

GA signaling plays an important role in ear stamen arrest (Li and

Liu, 2017), triggering us to explore the expression dynamics of

GA-related genes. We identified six differentially expressed GA-

related genes (64 in total) in the stamen and eight genes in

other cell types between ear and tassel (Figure 5G). These

DEGs had irregular expression dynamics, with seven genes

upregulated in the ear and another seven genes upregulated in

the tassel (Figure 5G), different from JA-related DEGs which

were generally upregulated in all tassel cell types relative to ear

(Figure 4E). Surprisingly, these DEGs are not highly expressed

in stamen but mainly in pith/cortex and meristem (Figure 5H).

For example, AN1 and DWARF3, which are known to suppress

ear stamen development, were barely expressed in stamen but

rather enriched in the pith/cortex subclusters, which was

further confirmed by RNA in situ hybridization (Figure 5I). This

result suggests that part of the GA signal may act non-cell-

autonomously to suppress ear stamen growth.

In contrast to GA, BR was reported to positively regulate stamen

maturation and pistil arrest in tassel (Hartwig et al., 2011;

Makarevitch et al., 2012; Best et al., 2016), triggering us to look

at the BR-related genes. We found that the upregulated genes

in tassel stamen or pistil were not enriched in BR-related path-

ways, but the ear upregulated genes were weakly enriched in

BR signaling (Figure 4D; Supplemental Figure 8A and 8B),

including the sex-regulating gene NA2 (Figure 5G) (Best et al.,

2016). Other two BR-related genes, NA1 and BRD1, reported to

regulate tassel sexuality (Hartwig et al., 2011; Makarevitch

et al., 2012), did not show expression differences between ear

and tassel (Figure 5G). These results suggest that BR-related

genes are not expressed at a higher level in the tassel than in

the ear, despite of their regulatory roles in sexuality mainly in

the tassel.

Molecular divergence in pistil cell-fate differentiation
revealed by differentiation trajectory

To follow the cell-fate transitions during pistil development, we

constructed pseudotime trajectories using the pistil-related cells

from cell types of meristem (subclusters 11 and 12), common flo-

ral organ (subcluster 6), and pistil (subclusters 5 and 13) for ear

and tassel, respectively. Both trajectories showed a general dif-

ferentiation direction from meristem cells to common floral or-

gans and to pistil cells according to the ratios of different cell

types in each state (Figure 6A and 6B). The mixed cell types in

different states indicated a continuous developmental trajectory

during floral organ differentiation. To search for the molecular

basis of pistil cell-fate transitions, we further identified the

whole-trajectory-dependent and branch-dependent regulators

in ear and tassel (Figure 6C and 6D; Supplemental Figure 10A

and 10B; Supplemental Table 4). KN1 and SK1 were enriched
(C and D) Expression heatmaps showing five gene modules (M1–M5) of signifi

genes in different modules are shown in the table on the right.

(E–H) Scatter plots showing expression dynamics for four representative gen

different cell clusters.

(I) NAC2 can induce cell death in N. benthamiana through transient overexpre

M

in the initial pseudotime period, in line with their meristem signa-

tures, but their expression levels were different between ear and

tassel (Figure 6E and 6F). Furthermore, the gene modules at

the beginning of pseudotime in ear (M2) and tassel (M1 and M3)

had 66% different genes (Supplemental Figure 10C). These

observations suggest that meristem heterogeneity between ear

and tassel was present at the beginning of the cell-fate

transition. Next, the middle pseudotime states were classified

into two types according to the signatures of branch-

dependent regulators in each state. One type was enriched for

genes involved in chromatin remodeling, ribosome/RNA biogen-

esis, and floral whorl development processes, including ear

states 2, 6, and 7 and tassel states 3, 5, 8, and 9, while the

other was related to oxidoreduction and hormone response,

including ear states 1, 5, and 9 and tassel states 4 and 7

(Supplemental Figure 10A and 10B), implying a dual nature of

cell differentiation during floral organ development. Finally,

major differences between ear and tassel were present at

the end of the pseudotime. The ear-enriched genes (M4)

showed signatures of cell cycle and were related to

reproductive development, including HIS2B2, CYC7/4B, and

some ARGONAUTE (AGO) and MADS-box genes (Figure 6C

and Supplemental Figure 11A). In contrast, the tassel-enriched

genes (M2) were involved in JA, ABA, SA, and ROS responses

and in PCD (Figure 6D and Supplemental Figure 11B), including

TS1 (Figure 6G), which promotes pistil arrest, and NAC2

(Figure 6H). NAC2 was activated at the end of tassel pseudotime

(Figure 6H) and specifically expressed in the tassel pistil but not

in the ear (Figure 3E). We further demonstrated that it can

induce cell death in N. benthamiana (Figure 3I). Besides, the

expression levels of growth-related genes (tassel M4 and M5)

were dramatically reduced in tassel when cell differentiation

reached the end of the pseudotime (Figure 6D). Together, the

cell-differentiation trajectories along pistil development revealed

molecular differences that are likely responsible for pistil cell-

fate differentiation to continue growth or to be suppressed.

TS1 and GT1-RA3 module act antagonistically to SK1 in
pistil-fate differentiation through regulating common
molecular pathways

To further understand themolecular regulation of pistil-fate deter-

mination, we performed a weighted gene co-expression network

analysis (WGCNA) to construct regulatory networks of core pistil-

suppression genes TS1, TS2, GT1, RA3, OPR7, and OPR8, and

the pistil-protection gene SK1 using all pistil cells (SC5/13)

(Supplemental Table 5). The top 400 genes that were positively

correlated with the pistil-suppression genes and negatively

correlated with SK1 were used to build the pistil-suppression

network (Figure 7A). We found that the genes in this network

were enriched in JA/ABA/SA signaling, respiratory burst, and

PCD processes (Supplemental Figure 12A), in line with the

pistil-suppression function of this network. Notably, GT1 was

linked to RA3, TPP11, and NAC25 (Figure 7A). This is

supported by previous findings that the pistil outgrowth of gt1
cant DEGs along ear (C) and tassel (D) pseudotime. Some representative

es along ear and tassel pseudotime. The colors of the dots correspond to

ssion. This experiment was repeated three times with similar results.
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Figure 7. The regulatory network and model for pistil-fate determination.
(A) The pistil-suppression network comprises the top 400 positively co-expressed genes of the pistil-suppression genes TS1, TS2,GT1,RA3,OPR7, and

OPR8, and the top 400 negatively co-expressed genes of the pistil-protection gene SK1.

(B) The pistil-protection network comprises the top 400 negatively co-expressed genes of TS1, TS2, GT1, RA3, OPR7, and OPR8, and the top 400

positively co-expressed genes of SK1. Gray nodes have one edge; green nodes have 2–7 edges; edge color represents Pearson correlation coefficient

(PCC).

(C and D) Overlaps of significant GO terms (p < 0.05) indicate that TS1 and GT1;RA3 act antagonistically to SK1 through regulating some common

molecular pathways.

(E) Overlap of different DEG sets shows that TS1 and SK1 tend to antagonistically regulate common gene sets.

(F) Overlap of different DEG sets shows that the upregulated genes in tassel pistil relative to ear pistil tend to be downregulated in ts1 mutant.

(G) Heatmaps of expression fold changes for eight DEG sets. The JA, ABA, SA, ROS, cell-death-related, and TPP and NAC genes are generally

downregulated in ts1 and gt1;ra3 mutants and upregulated in sk1 mutant and in tassel pistil relative to ear pistil at FM-S3, while MADS-box and AGO

genes exhibit generally opposite dynamics to above genes.

(H) Proposed regulatory models for pistil suppression in tassel florets (left) and pistil growth in ear florets (right). The lines with arrowheads or flat tips

correspond to positive or negative regulation, respectively. Triangle and dashed circle in SEM images mark the arrested pistil in tassel floret and the

outgrowth pistil in ear floret, respectively. Scale bars, 100 mm.
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mutant tassel was enhanced by ra3, while TPP11 and NAC25

were downregulated in gt1;ra3 double mutant (Klein et al.,

2022). On the other hand, the top 400 genes that were

negatively correlated with the pistil-suppression genes and

positively correlated with SK1 were used to build the pistil-

protection network (Figure 7B). Genes in this network were

related to cell division and flower development (Supplemental

Figure 12B), including many MADS-box, AGO, and ARF genes

(Figure 7B), supporting that this network is related to promotion

of pistil growth. Interestingly, in both networks, we observed

that TS1, TS2,GT1,RA3, andSK1 hadmany linked genes in com-

mon (Figure 7A and 7B; Supplemental Figure 11C and 11D),

indicating that they share common pathways during pistil-fate

determination.

To further support this hypothesis, we analyzed ethyl methane-

sulfonate (EMS)-induced ts1 and sk1 mutants, which showed

derepressed pistil in tassel and eliminated pistil in ear, respec-

tively (Supplemental Figure 13A–13C), consistent with previous

reports (Acosta et al., 2009; Hayward et al., 2016). We next

performed RNA-seq analysis using the early florets from tassel

of ts1 and ear of sk1 (Supplemental Figure 13D and 13E). There

were 1027 upregulated and 1975 downregulated genes in ts1

tassel, and 197 upregulated and 224 downregulated genes in

sk1 ear (Supplemental Table 5). The published 319 upregulated

and 388 downregulated genes in floret-stage gt1;ra3 tassel

were also applied for subsequent analysis (Klein et al., 2022).

GO analysis of the DEGs showed that these genes shared large

common downstream pathways. On one side, 91% and 83% of

GO terms for sk1 upregulated and gt1;ra3 downregulated

genes, respectively, overlapped with the GO terms for ts1

downregulated genes (Figure 7C). These included JA/ABA/SA

signaling and PCD genes (Supplemental Figure 13G, 13H, and

13K), similar to the genes enriched in pistil-suppression network

and the tassel pistil upregulated genes from the scRNA-seq data

(Supplemental Figure 12A and Figure 4D). On the other hand,

53% and 60% of GO terms for sk1 downregulated and gt1;ra3

upregulated genes, respectively, overlapped with GO terms

for ts1 upregulated genes (Figure 7D). These include cell

differentiation and carpel and flower development genes

(Supplemental Figure 13F, 13I, and 13J), similar to the genes

enriched in the pistil-protection network and tassel pistil downre-

gulated genes revealed by scRNA-seq (Supplemental Figure 12B

and Figure 4D). Further, the sk1 and tassel pistil upregulated

genes shared 51% and 36% with ts1 downregulated genes,

respectively (Figure 7E and 7F). These results suggest that TS1

and GT1-RA3 module act antagonistically to SK1 in pistil-fate

determination through regulating some common molecular

pathways.

Further analyses led us to find that JA, ABA, SA, ROS, cell-death-

related, TPP, and NAC genes were generally downregulated in

ts1 and gt1;ra3 mutants, while they were generally upregulated

in sk1 mutants and also in tassel pistil relative to ear pistil

from scRNA-seq (Figure 7G). These types of genes were also

present in the pistil-suppression network (Figure 7A). We thus

propose that these genes represent the positive regulators of

pistil suppression. On the other hand,MADS-box andAGO genes

involved in flower development (Ji et al., 2011; Heijmans et al.,

2012; Zhao et al., 2023) exhibited dynamics generally

opposite to those of the above pistil-suppression genes
M

(Figure 7G). They were also included in the pistil-protection

network (Figure 7B). We thus propose that MADS-box and

AGO genes function positively in pistil growth. In addition, we

found that TS1 can positively regulate TS2, GT1, and RA3, while

on the other hand the GT1-RA3 module can positively regulate

TS1, suggesting a regulatory module for pistil suppression

(Figure 7G). We also found that the JA synthesis and signaling

genes, LOX1/2/6/10, AOS2A/2B, AOC2, and JAZ5/10, were

negatively regulated by pistil-protection gene SK1 but the JA-

synthesis-related genes, TS1 and TS2, which suppress pistil,

were not affected (Figure 7G), This suggests that SK1 could pro-

tect pistils by blocking JA signaling, which is independent of TS1

and TS2 at transcription level. Together, our analysis reveals a

regulatory module to explain how TS1, TS2, GT1, RA3, and

SK1 control pistil fate and floral sexuality of maize through depen-

dent or independent interaction (Figure 7H).

DISCUSSION

Grass inflorescences undergo conserved differentiation pro-

cesses to produce different types of axillary and floral meristems

to guarantee efficient reproduction and grain numbers

(Du et al., 2022). Maize has two types of inflorescences, male

and female, with similar initial morphology but high divergence

in architecture and sexuality, which is determined by the

sequential axillary meristem differentiation processes. Exploring

the underlying molecular mechanisms is not only an important

biological question but also provides a valuable basis for ear

traits optimization and high yield. However, the high-resolution

dynamic transcriptional regulation underlying the different fate

transitions is poorly understood.

A recent study presented a single-cell transcriptome atlas of the

developing ear inflorescence with focus on identification of cell-

type markers and candidate functional studies (Xu et al., 2021).

In our study, we focused on the sequential differentiation of

axillary meristems (IM, SPM, SM, FM-S1, FM-S2, and FM-S3)

to explore the molecular signatures and basis for the divergence

of ear and tassel. First, 16 meristem-specific modules involving

22 605 DEGs show highly dynamic expression profiles

(Figure 1C), revealing that meristem differentiation is under

precise and dynamic control. The meristem-specific modules

help reveal potential candidates responsible for meristem differ-

entiation. As a support, we discovered roles for RNA-binding

genes, TE1 and its paralog ZmMCT1, enriched in the IM-

specific module, in controlling IM activity and axillary meristem

formation (Figure 2). TE1 regulates leaf initiation, internode elon-

gation, and tassel feminization (Veit et al., 1998; Wang et al.,

2022), and our discovery of a role in the IM adds to the

knowledge of this gene function. Furthermore, we also

identified that some ear- and tassel-specific modules appeared

at a later floret stage, covering ovule genes ZMM1 and ZAG2 in

ear and pistil-suppression genes TS1, TS2, and GT1 in tassel

(Figure 1C) (DeLong et al., 1993; Theißen et al., 1995;

Laudencia-Chingcuanco and Hake, 2002; Acosta et al., 2009;

Klein et al., 2022). These gene modules are likely to be related

to floret morphological differences and sex differentiation. In

addition, the early-stage meristems (IM, SPM, and SM)

between ear and tassel have similar morphology, but our

results showed a considerable molecular difference, which

provides information for studying their differential regulation
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mechanisms. Interestingly, we found that redox, PCD, and

hormone signal regulations on meristem differentiation undergo

a shift between ear and tassel when floral organs initiate

(Figure 1I and 1J), suggesting that these pathways may play

different roles in early-stage ear meristem development and

later tassel floret sexuality. Thus, our fine spatiotemporal

transcriptomes provide valuable information for understanding

the axillary meristem differentiation and the molecular

differences underlying the divergence between tassel and ear.

Maize tassel and ear florets are initially bisexual and later undergo

divergent sex differentiation through pistil or stamen suppres-

sion. Among the few characterized pistil- and stamen-suppres-

sion genes, most encode enzymes involved in JA or GA synthesis

and metabolism, respectively (DeLong et al., 1993; Bensen et al.,

1995; Chuck et al., 2007; Acosta et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2012;

Chen et al., 2014; Lunde et al., 2019; Klein et al., 2022). The

control of maize sexuality is elaborate, and the molecular

regulation mechanisms are largely unknown. scRNA-seq sup-

plies a good opportunity to understand the fate determination

of specific cell types. Currently, scRNA-seq in plants is largely

focused on annotation of cell types and identification of marker

genes (Zhang et al., 2019, 2021, 2023; Satterlee et al., 2020; Xu

et al., 2021; Otero et al., 2022; Zong et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023;

Liu et al., 2023; Zhu et al., 2023). In this study, we applied

scRNA-seq to expose the molecular features for the unique cell

fates of maize sexual organs. We found that some subclusters

including meristem, pistil, and stamen cells are relatively ear- or

tassel-specific (Figure 3B), suggesting an obvious

heterogeneity between ear and tassel sexual organs. Our

analysis of pistil- and stamen-related cells reveals potential

regulators and pathways for sex differentiation. Enhanced cell

death (e.g., ROS, PCD, and hormones) and reduced cell growth

signals (e.g., cell division and flower development) appear to be

mainly responsible for pistil suppression in tassel, and these

signals were largely established before the morphological

differences between ear and tassel appear. These results were

supported by the analysis of developmental trajectories of pistil

cells, co-expression, and mutant transcriptomes. In particular,

our tobacco experiments suggest that some NAC transcription

factors may promote pistil arrest through direct cell death induc-

tion. In addition, we found that protein serine/threonine protein ki-

nases may be responsible for ear stamen arrest, based on their

expression and reported functions in activating PCD (Ren et al.,

2002; Kobayashi et al., 2007; Durian et al., 2020). GA is the only

known signal to promote ear stamen arrest currently (Li and Liu,

2017), although the mechanisms are still not clear. By deeply

investigating the transcriptional features of specific cell types,

we found that AN1 and D3, which suppress the stamen of ear,

are barely expressed in the stamen of ear but mainly expressed

in the pith/cortex (Figure 5G–5I). This phenomenon suggests

that part of the GA signal may act non-cell-autonomously to regu-

late ear stamen arrest. Previous studies also found that GA treat-

ments on the maize growing point could induce pistil growth in

tassel (Nickerson, 1959; Best et al., 2016), indicating the

positive role of GA on pistil growth. In our data, D3 and GRP1

were upregulated in pistil of ear relative to tassel, suggesting their

potential function in the growth of ear pistils (Figure 5G).

The JA signal including classical TS1 and TS2 genes is the key

factor for pistil fate in maize (Li and Liu, 2017). Our analyses
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also revealed that most JA-related genes were highly enriched

in tassel pistil relative to ear pistil (Figure 4E). However, how JA

controls pistil fate is not well understood. By combining our

scRNA-seq data andmutant transcriptomes, we proposed a reg-

ulatory model composed of genes in JA, cell death, and growth

signals for pistil-fate determination (Figure 7H). In tassel floret,

TS1 could promote many other JA-related genes, including

TS2, to produce a high JA level in tassel pistil for its suppression.

Meanwhile, JA likely also regulates trehalose pathway to promote

tassel pistil suppression, supported by reduced expression of

some TPP genes in ts1 mutant (Figure 7G). Mutation in one of

these TPP genes, RA3, leads to the outgrowth of tassel pistil

(Klein et al., 2022). Interestingly, three TPP genes are positively

regulated by GT1;RA3, which in turn are positively regulated by

TS1. Together, these results suggest that JA, trehalose, and the

classic vegetative branching gene GT1 form a module with pos-

itive regulation relationship to promote tassel pistil suppression.

Except for JA, other hormones, ABA and SA, might also have

roles in pistil-fate determination. ABA- and SA-related genes

are enriched in tassel pistil and positively regulated by TS1

(Figure 7G). It has been reported that ABA and SA signaling

regulates cell death in stresses (Brodersen et al., 2005; Cui

et al., 2013; Bernacki et al., 2021), and our data expose their

potential roles in regulating pistil arrest.

In ear floret, SK1 encoding UDP-glycosyltransferase is the only

reported gene for protecting pistils from JA-mediated cell death

(Calderon-Urrea and Dellaporta, 1999). We found that many JA

synthesis and signaling genes are negatively regulated by SK1

(Figure 7G), supporting that SK1 could suppress JA’s effect on

ear floret to protect ear pistils. However, the expression of JA-

synthesis-related genes, TS1 and TS2, are not affected by sk1

mutation, suggesting that SK1 blocks of TS1- and TS2-induced

cell death does not happen at the transcription level (Calderon-

Urrea and Dellaporta, 1999). In addition, our data also

suggest that SK1 could suppress the abundance of cell-death-

related genes, such as ABA/SA/ROS-related genes, TPP, NAC,

and CCP (Brodersen et al., 2005; Cui et al., 2013; Choudhury

et al., 2017; Huysmans et al., 2018; Van Opdenbosch and

Lamkanfi, 2019; Bernacki et al., 2021; Klein et al., 2022). On the

other hand, SK1 could promote flower-development-related

genes, such as MADS-box and AGO genes (Ji et al., 2011;

Heijmans et al., 2012). Taken together, our study deepens the

knowledge of how JA signaling interacts with the SK1 protection

program to control pistil fate and further determine the sexuality

of maize.

In summary, we generated comprehensive spatiotemporal tran-

scriptome maps during maize inflorescence development and a

single-cell-resolution transcriptome map of maize florets under-

going sex differentiation. These maps provide information to un-

derstand the fate transition of IMs and sex differentiation between

ear and tassel and help to identify new regulators and networks

that would be beneficial for grain-yield improvement.
METHODS

Plant materials and growth conditions

Young ear and tassel were harvested frommaize inbred line B73 grown in

the field, and different meristems—IM, SPM, SM, FM-S1, FM-S2, and FM-

S3—on ear and tassel were excised with a razor blade for bulk RNA-seq.
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This method excluded a large amount of inflorescence axis. Meanwhile,

the FM-S2 prior to pistil suppression and FM-S3 during pistil suppression

were used for protoplast extraction and scRNA-seq. Part of the purified

protoplasts of ear and tassel FM-S3 were retained for bulk RNA-seq

and subsequent identification of protoplasting-induced genes. The mate-

rial stages are as follows: IM, SPM, SM, and FM-S1 from 4–6 mm ear and

tassel; FM-S2 from 9–11 mm ear and 8–10 mm tassel; FM-S3 from 16–

18 mm ear and 14–16 mm tassel. The bulk RNA-seq data for ear IM,

SPM, and SM and tassel IM, SPM, SM, and FM-S1 have three biological

replicates, while other bulk RNA-seq and all scRNA-seq data have two

replicates. ts1 and sk1mutant seeds with B73 background were obtained

from the Maize EMS-induced Mutant Database (Lu et al., 2018). te1-

mum4 seedswith B73/W22 backgroundwere from theChinaMu database

(Liang et al., 2019). ts1, sk1 and te1-mum4mutants were backcrossed into

B73 to clean up the background. The self-cross separated seeds were

grown in the field for phenotyping and RNA-seq. A region of the tassels

containing only florets for ts1 and a region of the ears containing only flo-

rets for sk1 were collected for RNA-seq using three or two replicates,

respectively. CRISPR-Cas9 technology was used to knock out ZmMCT1.

Two sgRNAs in exons 1 and 3 (the sequences referred to in Supplemental

Figure 3E) were designed based on the B73 reference genome by the

CRISPR-P 2.0 web tool (Liu et al., 2017). The sgRNA array cloned into a

pGW-Cas9 vector (Char et al., 2017) was delivered into maize C01

inbred by Agrobacterium infection. Three alleles were identified by

Sanger sequencing and backcrossed with original C01 to clean up the

background and obtain cas9-free edited plants. The phenotypes were

investigated using self-crossed progenies in T3 or T4 generations. The

genotyping information for all mutants is listed in Supplemental Table 6.

Bulk RNA-seq library preparation

The different meristems, retained protoplasts, and mutant samples were

flash-frozen with liquid nitrogen immediately after collection. Total RNA

of these samples was extracted using Direct-zol RNA Miniprep (Zymo

Research), and libraries were constructed using NEBNext Ultra Direc-

tional RNA Library Prep Kit or MGIEasy RNA Library Prep Kit according

to the manufacturer’s instructions.

scRNA-seq library preparation

Protoplasts were prepared as previously described (Satterlee et al., 2020).

For each replicate, the freshly dissected FM-S2 or FM-S3 tissues from 15–

20 ears or tassels were digested in protoplast lysis buffer for 2 h at room

temperature in the dark with gentle shaking. The mixture was then filtered

twice through a 30-mm cell strainer (Sysmex, 04-0042–2316), and the pro-

toplasts were collected by horizontal centrifugation at 300 g for 3 min at

room temperature. The supernatant was gently removed without disturb-

ing the protoplast pellet. Next, the pellet was resuspended and washed

two times using protoplast washing buffer (lysis buffer without enzyme)

by the same centrifugation condition as before. After washing, the pellet

was resuspended into 600 ml of washing buffer and filtered through a

30-mm cell strainer to remove adherent multicellular mass. Part of the

filtrate was stained with fluorescein diacetate (Sigma, F7378) to check

concentration and viability of protoplasts with a hemocytometer under

GFP and light microscope, and 20 000 good-quality protoplasts with

viability R75% were immediately loaded into the BD Rhapsody single-

cell system (BD Life Sciences) to construct an scRNA-seq library accord-

ing to the instructions. The scRNA-seq libraries were subjected to paired-

end sequencing (2 3 150 bp) using Illumina NovaSeq 6000.

RNA in situ hybridization

The early- and floret-stage ears and tassels from the inbred line B73 were

used for RNA in situ hybridization as described previously (Jackson et al.,

1994). To prepare probes for WOXs, ZmMCT1, and scRNA-seq marker

genes, we added T7 promoter sequences CAT TAA TAC GAC TCA CTA

TAGGG into reverse primers used to amplify gene-specific PCR products

from cDNA templates. Primer sequences for all genes are listed in

Supplemental Table 6. Digoxigenin-labeled antisense probes were then
M

transcribed using an in vitro transcription kit (Roche) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. The hybridized signals were imaged with a

Nikon ECLIPSE DIC microscope.

Transient expression assay in N. benthamiana

To determine the function of identified candidates in single-cell analysis,

their coding sequences were cloned to obtain constructs driven by the

CaMV 35S promoter and terminated by the OCS terminus. The constructs

were transformed into the Agrobacterium strain GV3101, and the positive

clones were inoculated into LB medium at 28�C with shaking. After incu-

bation, the agrobacteria were collected and resuspended using infiltration

buffer (10 mM 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid, 10 mM MgCl2, and

0.2 mM acetosyringone). The suspensions were adjusted to OD600 of 1

and injected into N. benthamiana leaves. The cell death phenotype was

observed 3–4 days after injection. As a positive control, INF1 from the oo-

mycete Phytophthora infestans, which is known to induce cell death

(Kamoun et al., 1998), was used. The empty vector, without any

exogenous gene inserted, was used as the negative control.

Imaging

For scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging, the freshly dissected

tissues were mounted on stubs with silver conductive paint and then

imaged on a JEOL JSM-6390/LV scanning electron microscope. For sk1

mutant phenotype, themutant andWT ears at�4.5 cm in length were har-

vested to investigate the floret phenotypes, and images were taken using

a Nikon SMZ25 stereo microscope. The measurements of IM diameter for

ts1mutant andWT ears also used a Nikon SMZ25 stereomicroscope. The

plant images of te1mutant andWT were taken using a Nikon D7100 cam-

era. All the mutant and WT phenotypes were investigated in segregating

populations.

Bulk RNA-seq analysis

The quality of raw sequencing data was controlled using Trimmomatic

(v.0.33) with parameters ‘‘LEADING:20 TRAILING:20 SLIDINGWINDOW:

4:15 MINLEN:20’’ (Bolger et al., 2014). The clean data were mapped to

the B73 AGPv4 reference genome using HISAT2 with default parameters

(Kim et al., 2019). SAMtools (v.1.9) (Li et al., 2009) was then used to

obtain uniquely mapped reads with the parameter ‘‘rmdup and

mapq >10.’’ We used featureCounts (v.1.6.3) (Liao et al., 2014) to

measure the abundance of RNA with the parameter ‘‘-p.’’ Spatiotemporal

cluster analysis was run using the LRT function in DESeq2 (v.1.26) (Love

et al., 2014) and sorted by k-means method. DEGs between parallel

meristems were defined by padj < 0.01 and |fold change| > 2. The PCA

plot was generated by the ‘‘PlotPCA function’’ in DESeq2. GO analysis

was performed using TBtools (v.1.120) (Chen et al., 2020). All genome

browserswere plotted using pyGenomeTracks (v.3.6) (Ramı́rez et al., 2018).

scRNA-seq analysis, quality control, and clustering

The UMI-based clean data were mapped to the maize genome utilizing

STAR mapping with customized parameters (Dobin et al., 2013) to

obtain the UMI counts of each sample. All scRNA-seq preprocessing

was performed with Seurat (v.4.3.0) software (Hao et al., 2021). For

each sample, we computed metrics of each cell, including the

number of unique genes detected (nFeature_RNA), the total molecules

detected (nCount_RNA), and the percentage of reads mapping to the

mitochondria and chloroplast genome (percent.mt; percent.pt). We then

carried out quality control using the following criteria: (1) cells with the

number of expressed genes between 1800 and 10 000; (2) cells with

UMI count between 2800 and 50 000; (3) genes that were expressed in

more than three cells; (4) cells with percent.mt and percent.pt less than

10%; and (5) removing doublets by DoubletFinder (v.2.0.3) (McGinnis

et al., 2019). Next, eight high-quality datasets were integrated using the

‘‘FindIntegrationAnchors’’ and ‘‘IntegrateData’’ functions in Seurat, after

which the effects of protoplasting and cell cycle were regressed by

the ‘‘ScaleData’’ function with parameter ‘‘vars.to.regress’’ using

protoplasting-induced and cell-cycle genes (Supplemental Table 2).
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Protoplasting-induced genes were obtained by a DEG analysis between

protoplasts and tissues before protoplasting with screening criteria padj
< 0.05 and |log2fold change| > 2. The marker genes with padj = 0 and

avg_log2fold change > 0.5 in pre-cluster of cell cycle were defined as

cell-cycle genes in florets. For clustering, the dimensions of the expres-

sion matrix were reduced by the ‘‘RunPCA’’ function, and the top 15 di-

mensions were used for ‘‘FindNeighbors’’ and UMAP analysis (Becht

et al., 2019). The primary cell clusters were identified by the

FindClusters function with a resolution of 0.5. The marker genes of each

cluster were identified using the ‘‘FindAllMarkers’’ function in Seurat

with screening criteria padj < 0.05, log2fold change > 0.5, and minimum

percentage of 0.25. For subclustering, cells belonging to FC, LC, and

PC populations (primary clusters 1, 2, 3, 6, and 10) were extracted, and

the raw counts were read into Seurat to create a new Seurat object. The

next subclustering was performed as primary clustering with appropriate

parameters: dims = 15, n.neighbors = 40, resolution = 1.0, and min.dist =

0.01. The DEGs between pistils and between stamens in different tissues

were calculated using the ‘‘FindMarkers’’ function, and the GO analysis

was performed by TBtools (Chen et al., 2020). The significance ‘‘padj’’

mentioned in this study represents the corrected p value using the

Benjamin–Hochberg method.

Trajectory inference and pseudotime analysis

To construct the pseudotime differentiation trajectory of pistil cells, raw

counts of cells belonging to subclusters 5, 6, 11, 12, and 13 were ex-

tracted for the Monocle2 (v.2.18.0) algorithm (Qiu et al., 2017). The

genes with a mean expression value R0.1 and a dispersion empirical

value larger than the dispersion fit value were defined as high-variant

gene (HVGs) or whole-trajectory-dependent genes, and the cells

were ordered along the trajectory using HVGs and visualized in a reduced

dimensional space by the DDRTree algorithm in Monocle2. The branch-

dependent genes were identified by Monocle’s BEAM function

with q value < 1e�4. The whole-trajectory-dependent and branch-

dependent genes were visualized by the ‘‘plot_pseudotime_heatmap’’

and ‘‘plot_genes_branched_heatmap’’ function, respectively. The clus-

tered gene models were used for function annotations and GO analysis

by TBtools (Chen et al., 2020).

scRNA-seq co-expression analysis

To reveal the co-expression correlations between genes, a weighted gene

co-expression network (WGCN) was created by the WGCNA (v1.69) R

package (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008) using pistil-related cells. To

construct the WGCN with scale-free topology, different values of soft

thresholding power b were assessed for the network topology analysis,

and the value of 1 was selected. The Pearson correlation coefficient and

the unsigned network options were used to measure the correlation be-

tween the expression levels of gene pairs. Further, we selected the top

400 positively and negatively co-expressed genes of TS1, TS2, GT1,

RA3, OPR7, and OPR8 to construct WGCNs, which were visualized by

Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003). All the gene annotation information in

our study was downloaded from the MaizeGDB database, which can be

accessed at the following link: https://www.maizegdb.org/gene_center/

gene#downloadall.
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